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BUILD YOUR 0 W N  PRIVATE WORLD WIDE 
TIME-SHARING NET WORK 

A w p a a m  
O NET WOW RSTRIBMOW 

A unique business service now enables Through NSS, for example, a head- 
companies to create and maintain their quarters facility may create a pro- 
own private world-wide time-sharing net- prietary data base and appropriate pro- 
works complete with customers and de- grams for use by company components or 
tailed program usage statistics. customers spread all over the world, to 

receive a return on the use 
of the programs directly 
proportional to  their util- 
itarian value. For a nom- 
inal service charge, detailed 
monthly reports are return- 
ed to the author under a 
special agreement with 
General Electric. 

NSS is receiving enthu- 
sias tic endorsement by 
national firms wishing to 
provide software support 
or services to various com- 
ponents or field offices on 
a "pay-as-you-use" basis. 
Some companies use NSS 
to distribute software that 
complements or enhances 
some other service or pro- 
duct they sell; e.g. 

General Electric International Network. Make it your own. control manu- 
facturers, numerically- 

Called Network Software Services (NSS), controlled machine tool manufacturers, 
this offering combines the reach and consulting and accounting firms. The 
power of the GE Network with extensive branches or customers of these companies 
reporting capabilities to allow companies utilize the GE Network to access the 
to pass on development and maintenance special programs created for them in a 
costs directly to those components or private NSS library. 
customers who utilize their software. NSS Another continually-growing group of 
is also used for the development of NSS clients are experts in specific in- 
centralized private libraries for firm-wide dustry disciplines. They create programs 
and/or customer use that eliminates soft- peculiar to their field, and load them on 
ware overlap or duplication. the Network. This arrangement gives the 

NEW MARK 11 '72 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
CAPI .,.,ITY WITH 

ECONOMY 
Business systems capability with time 
sharing economy. That's what the new 
features added in January mean to CE 
Network Information Service subscribers. 
Now there are more ways than ever to 
apply the Network to one of industry's 
thorniest day-to-day problems: business 
systems revolving around data collection 
and reporting. 
The new features now available concen- 
trate on the following areas of primary 
concern to the user designing on-line 
business systems. 
Greater operational simplicity - a critical 
ingredient for anyone considering a net- 
work that ties in outlying locations where 
personnel may have little computer 
experience. 
Business SystemsIEDP capability - 
applications that play a key role in a 
business' day-to-day operation demand 
dynamic data protection and control 
capabilities that go beyond the scope of 
typical time-sharing needs. Features such 
as Journalization, LOCK/UNLOCK. 
SLEEPIWAKE and program controls 
facilitate this. 
Dynamic System Managsment - anyone 
comrniting themselves to an elaborate 
business system needs controls for 
security, operation and finance. Through 
the new programming tools and features 

author broad distribution capability and I of the ad&nistrative &r program he now 
(Continued on page 2) h; 
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(antinued on pace 3) 



NETWORK RASCAL PLUS COPYING MACHINE 
S O W S  PEERLESS PUMP QUOTATION PROBLEM 
A RASCAL has been added to the sale$ 
force of Peerless Pump, a Division of F W  
Cop., to Belp capitalize on the cowing 
industrid pump madcet. RASCAL - 
Rapid Access System for Customer order 
information, Application assistance and 
Lagistic support from engineering - uses 
its crafty ways on GE's Network to 
provide top level engineering assistance to 
salesmen in far flung locations. 
"RASCAL is a major step forward in our 
efforts to provide Peerless customers with 
competent and fast engineering assistance 
on a wide range of pump applications," 
said Jeff Johnson, Western Operations 
Engineering Manager, Los Angeles. 

TIME DELAYS ELlMlNATED 

"The G.E. national netwark made this 
system feasible and the efforts of their 
service representatives made it a reality. 
The time delays have been eliminated and 
clerical paperwork significantly reduced," 
said Johoson. output' is for- P a o h  Pump onln .nty fonnr and technical drt. - far i-id pumps am .rHy mads at II'Btted to permit an order entry form and - officm by ~ n n w  -- -* f-ma printme th- a e d  
bChnical data Sheet to be easily generated copying die. This method dimin- t h o  &lays a d  redums 
by running the printsut through a 
standard copying machine with a clear immediately respond to the customers' RASCAL is now accessible in five loca- 
preprinted form overlay. Engineering request. As might be expected, lost busi- tions: Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
personnel are more creatively utiIized now ness resulted. Indianapolis, New York and Houston. 
because the field salesmen can make up In 1970, Peerless management began look- Currently it includes POPS4 - a pump 
quotations with RASCAL without ing for solutions to the engineering assist- selection program for chemical process 
engineering help. Salesmen can be assured ance problem It could double or triple pumps, SPEED - a hydraulic perform- 
the information is correct and up-to-date the size of factory engineering depart- ance conversion program for alternative 
since Engineering maintains control over ments, but that was not economical. It driver speeds, HENRY - program for 
file contents and program logic. could initiate a massive education pro- calculating the impeller and adjustment 
Peerless is one of the largest manufac- gram for the field sales engineers and on deep well pumps, and HISTORY - for 
turers of vertical turbine and horizontal revise product literature and published selection of engineered pumps built 
centrifugal pumps for industrial, munici- application data, but this would take too during the past ten years based on one or 
pal and agricultural markets. In the pmt long. more specified design criteria. 
few years business emphasis has changed The answer came with the advent of Expsnsion of RASCAL is now plpnned from the agricultural market to the com- RASCAL. Peerless has used time-sharing for major pales offKes. 
plex highly engineered industrial and large services for several years at the factories in 
municipal pump markets. This required design and application problems. 
more and more top level engineering 
assistance for field sales personnel from RASCAL CONVERTED FROM 

YOUR PRIVATE NETWORK 

the factories. IN-HOUSE MACH lNE (Continued from page I )  

LONGHAND EFFORTS LOSf 
BUS1 N ESS 

As the field sales engineers begin working 
with the new marketing efforts, problems 
started to creep in... long delays in pro- 
cessing requests for quotations and other 
engineering assistance begin occurring. To 
offset these, many salesmen attempted to 
do more d their own quotation work, or 
avoided applications where they could not 

In early 1971, Johnson asked G.E. to see 
if a large pump-selection program could 
be converted to time-sharing use. This 
program was running on an IBM 360150 
in a batch mode, and two other time- 
sharing services had been unable to suc- 
cessfully make the conversion. Brian 
Garnichaud, G.E.'s account representa- 
tive, working with Sarafr Jon-, the Peer- 
less programmr, made @ corndon and 
RASCAL was born. 

an a l l - e n c o m p a ~  business mechanism 
with no front end costs - in essence, 
sharing in the benefits of General 
Electric's $100 million Network invest- 
ment. Details on the software available 
from these independent authors is avail- 
able through your GE Rejwesentative. 
For more information on hcww you might 
create your awn private, w~fWwide Eime- 
sba2.ing s e d ~ ,  dmk box 3.40 @a page 4 
or contact your GB &presentative. 



NEW FEATURES INHANCE NETWORK BUSINESS SYSTEM POTENTIAL 
NEW BUSlN ESS SYSTEMS 
CAPABILITY 

(Cbntinued from page I )  

In addition, a variety of new and powerful 
editing and programming tools are added 
for greater programmer efficiency plus an 
economical new storage option. 
Consider the new features reviewed below 
in combination with the inherent 
economic assets of time-sharing and the 
reach of the Network to over 80% of the 
business phones in the U.S. plus Western 
Europe. And then start thinking about 
how you can apply them to your com- 
pany's problems. 
For documentation to program these new 
features and detailed profiles on their 
capabilities contact your local GE Market- 
ing Representative or check box 107 on 
page 4 and receive them by mail. If you 
have an immediate programming need, 
complete documentation exists on-line in 
the library as JAN72***. This program 
features an index allowing you to list only 
those items of interest. 

New Low Cost Storage 

Archival Storage provides an auxiliary, 
storage media for data not requiring direct 
or immediate access. At the user's request, 
from his terminal, specified files are 
duplicated on magnetic tape and stored 
external from the system. Archivally 
stored files may be retrieved on an over- 
night basis. Considerable cost savings can 
be realized where a user has only sporadic, 
but predictable need for certain large files 
in his catalog. 
Price: $.02/Archival Storage Unitlmonth 

(ASU = PSU or DSU) 

$5.00/file to store 

$10.00/file to retrieve 

Dynamic Data Protection 

Journalization is a new capability of 
recording data into the system in such a 
way that this record should not be de- 
stroyed or altered in any way as a resdt 
of any reasonably forseeable system 
malfunction, communication failure, pro- 
gram error or user action. The status of 
the transaction file can be relied upon to 
provide a means for a user to recreate a 
current and accurate master file. 

More Economical File Sharing tinuous operation and retrieving and pro- 
cessing such information. Users do not 

Simultaneous File Sharing is the key to consume or pay for system resources 
taking advantage of the Network concept (CRU's) during periods of program in- 
of sharing a single file among a variety of activity. 
widely dispersed locations, for such on- 
line applications as inventory manage- 
ment. A new file LOCKIUNLOCK ca- 
pability now enables one file in a catalog 
to more efficiently serve multiple running 
programs simultaneously for both READ 
and WRITE access. 

New Program Controls 

Program controls allow a customer to 
build his own operating system within the 
GE Network system. Programs can be 
used to exercise supervisory control over 
the use of the Network, so that given 
tasks can be performed automatically and 
efficiently without operator interaction. 
These controls provide a means for a 
system to be self-contained and self- 
adaptive. 

Dynamic File Capability 

New Calendar 
Month Billing 

Beginning with your January 1972 
invoice, GE Network Information 
Service bills will cover the period 
from the first day of each month (or 
the date service was initiated) to the 
last day of the month, inclusive. 
The exact billing period covered will 
continue to be recorded on your 
invoice, but this change to calendar 
month billing should eliminate any 
overlap between months and hope- 
fully simplify customer budgeting 
and accounting efforts. 

New Programming 
Scratch Files and called subroutines are Conveniences 
two new dynamic file techniques that 
enable running programs to autimatically 
create the necessary files required during 
execution. Scratch Files create temporary 
working space for data manipulation with- 
out incurring storage costs or cumbersome 
operating procedures. Files from dynam- 
ically called subroutines have all the 
properties of standard catalog fdes that 
normally require operator interaction to 
create or purge. 

Economy In Muhi-inquiries 

SLEEPlWAKE subroutines, within the 
total data processing offering of the 
General Electric Company, enable the 
Network Information Service to be used 
for data processing applications that re- 
quire one program to interact with 
another. Typical examples are routing of 
processed information via a common file, 
or making inquiries through such a com- 
mon file to any number of locations 
having terminals and programs in con- 

I The Timesharing LEADER 

Master Describe Command for easier f ie  
management; programs of any size can 
now be compiled at any time with RVB; 
maximum size binary random files in- 
creased from 500 to 1000 DSU's, and a 
more detailed LENGTH command are 
among these new capabilities. They all 
add up to increased efficiency and cost 
savings for the user developing programs 
for his own use or to be run by others. 

More Tedit Improvements 

The new editor, TEDIT, introduced in 
November 197 1, providing single letter 
string or character editing, has been en- 
hanced to further increase productivity 
and economy for the user. Improvements 
of a new line finder routine, an abort 
character to exit from loops, a mode to 
ignore line numbers, and additional ver- 
ification modes all can be of value to users 
immediately. 

Published by the Information Services Marketing Department, Bethesda, Md.. for General 
Electric Time-Sharing customers to inform them of new features and services. Communications 
regarding items in the LEADER should be directed to your GE timestraring representative. 



N/C Tool 
Network 

Numerical Control machine tool builders, 
seeking to expand the use of their special- 
ized postprocessors to customers through- 
out the U.S. and Western Europe, are 
making them available via GE Network 
Information Service. 
As a result, owners of BI 
Lamson, and Warner & 
now have direct access to these tool 1 
builders' specifically tailored postpro%- 
essors through the GE National Metal- 
working catalog. 

I 
Postnrocessors ~romamrned. maintained t 
andLupdated dy The machine builder Cuntmtly in the Metalworkingcatalogare essors for all its SC line of t u d g  
assure greater all round efficiency than postprocessors for Bridgeport's Series 1 machines with GE 1005: and various Series 
most generalized postprocessors can offer mill with Bridgeport contouring control, 7500 NC systems and the W M  DCC 
the machine end user. Users will save the entire line of J & L's TNC machines (Direct Computer ControT) system. 
storage costs and pay only when the with Bendix Series 800 and 910 NC For additional information check box 930 
postprocessors are used. systems and Warner & Swasey postproc- below. 

'ORE lNFoRMATloN AUT~FI  LE business management tool for ~m General Purpose systems bimulator 
record keeping combining reporting and significantly improved resulting in con- 

For descriptive literature on new and file updating. Pro~esses transactions and siderable cost reductions over previow 
improved System Features and GE generates required periodic reports. versions; can process larger problems with 
Application Library programs, check 405 13 Run Big Option. 
appropriate boxes below and mail to: 256 

Time Sharing LEADER miniTAB an economical subset of AUTO- ECAP Electronic circuit Analy& hogram General Electric Co. TAB. A report oriented language, de- dyzes the AC, DC and transient re- 
450 Duane Ave. 
Schenectady, N.Y. 12345 

s i ~ e d  for periodic tabular reports, a-g- sponse of electronic circuits; now has 
c a t  analysis, cash flows7 budget to actual plotting and abbreviated output in AC 
analyses. and transient analyses; more efficient with 

303 reduction in cost. 
NEW MARK 11 7 2  FEATURES profdes 403 0 
and reference manual supplement. FlNEX a financial analysis system for 

107 quickly and easily analyzing historid DYSIM for 
data and/or projecting financial state- fast, economical evaluation of a systems 

N/C BUlLDERI POSTPROCESSORS in- ments. A much enhanced version of the dynamic performance; allows entq of 

formation on machine tool builder's post- library program FINAN$. FORTRAN descriptions of system 

processors in the GE National Metal- 305 modules. 

working catalog. 273 

930 FAPP, Financial Analysis of Project Per- GETURN provides faster and easier pro- 
formance, produces fast and economical g r d g  of h~rizontd c h u c k  lathe 

NETWORK So FTWARE reports on budget versus actual perform- work. Reduces time and cost by providing 
general description senrice by ante of business projects and items which computerized machinability and methods 
GE to software authors desiring to use GE de up these planning. 
Network to make packages available. 310 I3 191 D 

940 

Name 
STATSYSTEM lets you organize volumes 
of data on items such as sales, production, Company 
population, economic or similar informa- 
tion to do business management forecast- Street 
ing, marketing, production or engineering 
analysis - all within a single package. City State 

340 I3 Title Phom 
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Consumers' Guide to Stwage: 

DATA STORAGE 
ECONOMY 

General Electric Information Services has 
the most flexible array of options and 
tools commercially available in tele- 
processing today. Like any service 
flexiMe enough to offer multiple options, 
the GE user must choose those options 
intelligently or he ends up paying more 
than is necessary. 
Data storage is a pnme example. For the 
same quantity of data storage space at the 
General Electric Supercenter*, you can 
pay anywhere from $.02 a month to 
$1.10 a month. That is a factor of 55. It 
pays to know the few simple principles 
behind network data storage. 

Man vs. Mechme 

There is a pervasive dichotomy in the 
computer industry: human conveniences 
verm efficient use of the machine's 
capability. GE's three major categories of 
information storage - Program Storage, 
Data Storage, and Archival Storage -are 
graduated on that principle. Program 
Storage, [measured in Program Storag 
Units where each unit equals 1280 
characters] is the most direct user 
interaction oriented and consequently the 
most expensive at $1.10 or 5.75 per PSU 
per month Program Storage is simply 
GE's name for fdes stored in ASCII 
sequential format. ASCII fdes mean that 
the information is represented in easily 
printable symbolic code. They are easily 
listed, edited, or written to by a single 
user at the terminal. 

(Continued on page 3)  

CONTAINER SHIPS' 
COMPLEX CARGO INFO 
COMPUTERIZED 
One of Europe's newest container 
shipping companies employs General 
Electric Information Services for collect- 
ing, processing a d  transmitting informa- 
tion about its ships' loads between 
Europe and the West coast of North 
America. The company, ScanStar, 
operates container ships between ports in 
Northern Europe - Hamburg, 
Rotterdam, Liverpool and Clydeport - 
and on the Pacific - Los Angeles, 
Oakland, Seattle and Vancouver. 

As a subsidiary of two companies long 
established in the conventional shipping 
business, Scanstar has found that the 
increase in cargo handling efficiency 
brought about by containerization has 
been matched by an increase in the 
complexity or collecting, recording and 

transmitting information about each 
ship's loading and unloading pattern. 

ScanStar7s four ships hold an average of 
850 twenty-foot containers each. With 
duplicate containers on shore, nearly 
7,000 units are either in transit or at 
delivery/collection points at any time. 
The number of possible destination 
points - the ports - is ten; in addition, 
cargo is collected from some 20 inland 
depots and there is an almost unlimited 
number of destination points inland. The 
task of compiling and maintaining accu- 
rate information about this complex 
movement of cargo is made mare difficult 
by tke speed of the service - the wossing 
from Clydeport to LQS Angdes takes only 
16 days - and the shipment of a high 
proportion of containers which hold 
cargo for more than one consignee. 

ScanStar defined its primary require- 
ments as speed and simplicity, and having 
decided to use computers 'because it 
d e  economic sense', opted for Mark 
II/Network service. 

Speed and Silnpliciclty 

Its advanced communications and pro- 
cessing capability allows the shipping 
company to file information on t h  
system from both London and San 
Francisco, SO that either location can 
access the processed updated fdes for 
information on incoming shipments. 

(Continued oft page 4)  



NEW DIMENSION IN INFORMATION SERVICES 
. - 

General Electric Info-tion Serviceti 
offem a wide mange of products to sell... 
time-sharing, remote batch processing, an 
internatienal network, program' library, 
training courses, publications and 
terminals. Now something new is added 
to the list, Technical Services. 

Established to meet the growing need for 
consulting, programming services and 
custom software in various application 
areas, it is staffed by top computer 
application personnel from within the 
Information Services Business Division. 

Heading the new organization is Gerhard 
0. Mueller, the man responsible for 
managing the organization which de- 
veloped the popular GE Applications 
Library. His staff represents over 100 
collective years of computer system 
design and application experience. 

Technical Services offers customers an 
opportunity to have this expertise on a 
contractual basis for technical assistance 
in many key areas such as order 
processing, inventory control, business, 

and production systems. They are already 
pursuing complex system design tasks 
ranging from a massive order processing 
system to a feasibility study of a price 
analysis for a grocery chain. And it is 
ready to help you - 

TECHNICAL SERVICES OFFERS YOU 
* Highly trained personnel with know- 

ledge and experience in sophisticated 
system design and implementation in 
key areas, i.e. order entry, inventory 
control, etc. 

* Optimized time schedule for imple- 
mentation ... important when money 
saving application is being developed. 

* Cost savings compared to software 
houses because our people know our 
product, can get the cost of running 
an application down to the barest 
minimum, and can provide imple- 
mentation earlier. 

This unusual added service is available for 

* Consultation - Nominal fee plus 
travel & living, expenses 

* Feasibility Studiies - Usually several 
days with the customer plus a written 
report for him. 

* System Design - After evaluating 
feasibility study, customer may agree 
on system study which includes 
customer visits, flow charting of 
present and suggested systems, and 
new system specifications. 

* Program coding and debugging 

* Documentation - Users manual and 
programmers manual for the ap$ca- 
tion. 

* Implementation - Putting the system 
in operation in the customers environ- 
ment. 

* Maintenance Contract - If requested, 
assures that the programs are kept 
up-to-date and modifications are made 
when necessary. 

For Technical Services, ask your Market- 
ing Representative how you can best use 
this new service from Information Ser- 
vices, or check box #950 on page 4. 

GE TIME-SHARING SERVICE INAUGURATED IN JAPAN 

It seems everyone is going east these days 
- including General Electric Information 
Services. General Electric Company, in 
conjunction with Dentsu Timesharing 
Service, Tokyo, formally introduced 
Mark I service in late 1971 to Japan 
before an audience of 300 businessmen 
representing 180 of that countries largest 
firms. 

A Mark I licensing agreement between the 
two firms provides for Dentsu to utilize 
GE's international computer time-sharing 
services from a GE developed computer 
system installed in Dentsu's Tokyo 
headquarters. 

The TimaSharing LEADER 

Published by the Information Services Business Division, Bethesda, Md., for General Electric 
Timesharing customers to inform them of new features and services. Communications 
regarding items in the LEADER should be directed to your GE time-sharing representative. 

@ 1972 BY GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY - 
i 

Under the terms of the agreement, 
believed to be the first of its kind 
involving time-sharing in Japan, GE will 
provide Dentsu with all system, operating 
and application software and user docu- 
mentation - as well as technical support 
and training assistance. 

At the time the agreement was signed, 
Paul Sage, general manager of Informa- 
tion Services Sales Devartment comment- 

During time-sharing service inaugural ewe- ed that "Dentsu is u&quely qualified to 
monies in Japan. visitors wit- the pioneer the introduction of GE Time- 
instantaneous response that Mark I gives to 
business problems. Sharing in Japan because of its more than 

70 years of experience in marketing new 
services and products to Japanese 
business and industry." 

With the introduction of service in Japan, 
GE time-sharing is now available in 20 
countries outside the United States. 



NEW STORAGE, 
PROCESSING 
PRICING OPTIONS 
A new Mark I1 catalog pricing option 

General Electric Informa tion 
Services users to select the most economi- 
cal prices for their particular use is being 
announced to take effect April 1. The 
new price option is one which benefits 
users with large working data bases by 
allowing them to select lowered data 
storage prices in conjunction with in- 
creased processing prices. 

Under the new price option, to be called 
Option B, charges for General Electric's 
basic ASCII sequential Program Storage 
Unit (PSU) will drop from $1.10 to $.75 
per month. Charges for the standard 
binary Data Storage Unit (DSU) will be 
reduced by more than hdf ,  from $.So to 
$.20. computer Resource Unit (CRU) 

processor charges will rise under 
this 'ption from $.33 to $.40. present 
prices to be Option A' 
continue for users who do not the 
new option. 

New Independent Run Priorities 
In addition, independent run jobs will be 
executable under two new priority 
options which will offer significant 
savings on jobs that do not need to be 
processed immediately. Under 
DEFERRED priority, jobs will be started 
at the convenience of the system but 
generally no later than three hours from 
the time submitted (unless an even later 
start time has been assigned by the user). 
Computer Resource Units (CRUs) will be 
reduced 40% for DEFERRED priority 
independent run. 

Under OVERNIGHT priority, jobs will be 
initiated at the convenience of the 
system. Overnight jobs must be submitted 
prior to 12 midnight and will generally be 
completed by 8 a.m. the following 
morning. Computer Resource Units 
charges will be reduced 60% for OVER- 
NIGHT priority independent run. This 
will replace the present special prices for 
overnight execution. 

If neither special priority option is 
specified, an independent run job wdl be 
given full immediate priority and no 
discount from standard prices will be 
used. 

For the use of extended core memory, an 
additional charge will be made of l l l l t h  
of a CRU for each 1K in excess of 11K. 

DATA STORAGE ECONOMY (Continuedfrompage 1 )  
The alternative to symbolic ASCII storage sequential data storage because it makes 
is binary storage, the basis for GE's more efficient use of storage than does 
second and less expensive category of random access filing which requires fixed 
storage called Data Storage. Binary length records stored contiguously on the 
storage is measured in Data Storage Units disc. 
and its cost is or $,20 per DSU per 
month. The principle involved in choosing 

between binary random and binary 
sequential data files, then, is a trade-off 
between efficiency of access and storage 
space efficiency. 

Most Economical 

Finally, there is a third major category of 
storage available from GE besides Pro- 
gram and Data Storage. Archival storage 
is GE's name for off-line storage. 

There are "ways to store data' . . . 
and then there's data storage! If a user needs only infrequent access to 

Unless a GE user is writing a program, historical or back-up files and can wait 
preparing text, or otherwise manipulating to retrieve them, they may be 
files directly from the terminal rather stored for only $.02 per month per 
than from a program, he should generally Archival Storage Unit (AsU). An ASu is 
be using Data Storage. It  is less expensive the same size as a DSU or PSU. It does 
and he does not need the extra flexibility cost $5.00 to put data into archival 
built into Program Storage. storage and $10.00 to have it put back on 

Within the binary Data Storage classifica- line- 

tion, there are options which also affect Archival storage has the advantage of 
Data files may be providing extra protection for the user. 

stored for either sequentid ~ c ~ ~ s s  or ~ ~ ~ f i ~ ~ ~ ~  tapes are made and one copy is 
random access. Here the cost efficiency kept at the computer center, another 
principle comes into play. Genuine off-site. Any of the file formats we have 
random access storage, a feature shared 
by few time-sharing systems other than 

reviewed are permissible with Archival 

GE, is cheaper to manipulate. Storage. 

File Size Considerations 
Random Access 

There is one last principle we have not 
In all m ~ l t i - l ~ ~ a t i ~ n  operations such as mentioned in choosing data storage and 
order entry applications, random access that is file size. The larger the data file 
storage lets the computer calculate the most cost advantage there is, 
exactly where on the disc a single piece of obviously, to  using the cheaper storage 
information is stored and go right to it, methods. This, of course, must also be 
without searching through the entire fie weighed against the accessibility con- 
sequentially to locate it. Random access veniences needed that 
binary files definitely take less computer body of data. The GE storage maximum 

file size is 250 Program Storage Units 
time to access and manipulate many (320,000 characters), and 1000 Data 
scattered recrods of information- For this Storage Units (320,000 words), the 
reason, they are generally cheaper for the number of files a user can store is 
user than sequential access binary files in virtual]y unlimited. 
most applications. With the evolution of business systems 
A, exception is in files where the records capability GE users are moving toward 
vary greatly in length as in consecutive larger data bases. If data storage charges 
storage of records for reports. There are are large in relation to  a user's total 
some instances like these where it is teleprocessing costs, he should benefit 
desirable to read files sequentially. In from a periodic review of how he is 
such cases it is cheaper to choose binary storing each character on the GE system. 



CORRESPONDENCE CODE TERMINALS 
NOW ACCESS MARK II 

Terminals with Correspondence Code 
may now be used effectively with GE 
Information Services. This expansion to 
three terminal codes, ASCII, EBCD, and 
Correspondence, means users may select 
terminals from a broader base to satisfy 
their job requirements. 

Among the terminal devices with Corres- 
pondence Code which access the system 
are such as the IBM 2741, and Itel 1021 
and 1051. 

To access an Information Services system 
with a Correspondence Code terminal, at 
sign-on, type an "h" and a carriage return 
during the first 5 seconds after the 
computer acknowledges connection. The 
system adjusts automatically to both 
code and speed (14.8 cps). 

A word of caution... access only Mark Ii 
service. It is m t  recommended with Mark 
1 BASIC, BASIC 1, and RESOURCE 
services. Corresponderne code t e r m i d  
neither generate or receive ASCII charact- 
ers representing the 'greater W or 'less 
than' symbols. Mark I1 BASIC has been 
-ed to w p t  altemte terminology 
for these symbols. 

BASIC programs r e q w  logical opera- 
tors can employ the standard FORTRAN 
operators: < > is ,NE., => is .GE., = < is 
.LE., < is .LT., > is .GT. and = is J3Q. 

Other points a user will-find helpful are 
covered in a new Terminal Operations 
card, #111801, which may be ordered 
through your local sales office, or check 
box 252 in the coupon below. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION - 

The system merges the information fed in 
to it and prints out a listing of each ship's 
container load under a variety of 
heading: - stowage position; each 
container's weight, number, security seal 
number, type (leased, insulated, etc.); 
bill(s) of lading number(s); port of 
dischar~, and destination; transport 
requirements at the receiving end; name 
of local representative responsible for 
unpacking; remarks as to special cargo, if 
the contents are refrigerated, or hazard- 
ous; constraints on future use (return, 
damage, or contamination); and excep 
tions - such as a container missing, 
wrongly numbered or not reported. 

I For free descriptive literature on new and If you would like to talk with a GE 
improved system features and Apdica- Marketing Representative about TECH- I L 

1 ti& ~ibra& programs, check &; a p  
propriate box and mail coupon to: 

Time-sharing LEADER 
General Electric Co. 
450 Duane Avenue 
Schenectady, N.Y. 12345 

NEW MARK 11 '72 FEATURES profiles 
and reference supplement on dynamic 
data protection, sharing file access, 
dynamic fdes, multi-program interaction, 
new program controls, new programming 
conveniences, and TEDIT improvements. 

(30001 7) #lo7 

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
ASSURED WITH T/S SYSTEM. Pre- 
ventative Maintenance via time-sharing 
allows users to capitalize an the know- 
-how of an outside specialist at bargain 
prices and saves time. Reprint from 
FACTORY Magazine. 

(530503) #424 0 

AUTOFILE business management tool 
for record keeping combining reporting 
and file updating. Processes transactions 
and generates required periodic reports. 

(5ti0406) #lo5 

NICAL SERV~CES, check this box 
9950 

INDEPENDENT RUN Feature Profile 
shows options and execution of DE- 
FERRED and OVERNIGHT processing. 

(350400) #437 

CORRESPONDENCE CODE TER- 
MINALS operations card tells how to 
access the system, any character transla- 
tions to ASCII, and other suggestions 
when using such terminals. 

(1 1 1801) #252 

As containem aro IowM on ship, dst.ilr of the 
o v  are transmitted and processed with GE's 
Information Swvber for effiuient freight 
man-t when Ohs hip urivg. 

Scadtar uses Mark I1 service to produce 
seven different reports from this highly 
detailed profde of the ship's load; it 
enables the company, for example, to 
advise dl receiving ports in good time of 
those d e w s  of each shipment which they 
need for efficient freight management 
when the ship arrives. 

Name I 
Company I 
Street I 
City I 
Title Phone I 
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Running Independently 
Are you taking full advantage of the cost 
savings options whieh make the General 
Electric network your best buy in in- 
formations s e ~ c e s ?  

General Electric Information Services 
users who are thoroughly familiar with 
the feature called INDEPENDENT RUN 
(IND) are finding that by using IND they 
can cut costs on a surprisingly high 
proportion of their total jobs. 

Simply stated, INDEPENDENT RUN 
allows users to enter one or more jobs 
that do not require on-line interaction to 
be run automatically at different desig- 
nated times throughout the day or night. 
The user can sign off the terminal or use 
it for other work. 

Obvious savings that accrue every time a 
user specifies IND are terminal connect 
charges and personal time. If the terminal 
is signed off or doing another job while 
the system is running an IND job, there is 
an immediate savings of terminal connect 
charges, of course, and there's no "baby- 
sitting the terminal" either. 

RMS TO YOUR ADDRESS 
ADDS EDP EFFECTIVENESS 
Many firms are growing and expanding Users will find RMS of added value when 
their use of data from their EDP systems the volume of data or the need for 
by iptegrslting it with General $lectric's multiple copies makes it more economical 
Information Services network through a or practical to use than a keyboard 
near deveiogmeat, called Remote Media terminal. 
Service. 

The new GE service accepts Hollerith 80 
Simply RMS offers an ~conodca l  and column punched card input or seven 
efficmt means of convelting and trans- track magnetic tape input. It produces 
ferring data from punched cards or mag- output in the same media plus high-speed 
netic tap&? to disc storage On the General printouts, which are distributed by 
Electric system. Conversely, it also trans- courier from 13 service points in 
fers disc-stored data from the system major metropolitan areas. 
onto cards, tape or a high-speed printer 
listing for those who want to print out Rm b & To &e 
files or prepare reports. RMS can process 
six different code types on 7-track tape. Job requests may be entered right at a 

terminal, interactively, through a routine 
called FMP***, or from a running pro- 
gram. Whenever a user requests an RMS 
job, the phone number of the nearest 
service point is automatically printed out 
for the user to call and request courier or 
mail pick-up of card or tape input. The 

Moreover. iudicious election of one of I 1 
three priorities for executing the IND job 
can mean important savings in Computer 
Resource Unit charges. The priority op- 
tion used will depend upon the user's 
choice of time and cost savings. 

EXPRESS priority assigned to an IND job 
specifies that the job is to be executed 
just as soon as the system resources are 
available. This processing is done at 
standard CRU rates. If neither *of the 
other priorities are elected, the system 
automatically assumes the IND job has 
EXPRESS priority. 

DEFERRED priority allows the process- 
ing to be delayed but started at the 

(continued p. 2) 

F m  the B a h d a  Senrica Point, &rd data is 
transarittd to B r d  Park for eventual use on 
Mark II. 

"RMS is just one step," said a GE 
spokesman, "in our plans to encourage 
easy interaction between company in- 
house computer system and the net- 
work. RMS enables firms with large 
batch-oriented processing systems to ex- 
tend the reach and power of these sys- 
tems by using the GE network.'" 

courier, or in some areas, the postal 
service, will also deliver any requested 
output. 

RMS security has been enhanced by 
making it possible to service only through 
on-line request. Job status can be checked 
any time by both the user and the GE 
operations staff. 

Charges are $15.00 for a tape plus CRU's 
and $4.00 per thousand cards going to or 
coming from the GE system, and S3.00 
per 1000 lines of printout coming from 
the highspeed printer. 

For more information on RMS capabil- 
ities, service point locations. and code 
conversions, check box +445 on page 4 
for the feature profde. Remote Media 
Service. 



FISH FACTS FURNISHED FAST! - 

Margie Davis of Price Waterhouse k Co. took along a time-sharing terminal to catch all 
the 'big ones' in the recent International Light Tackle Tournament sponsored by the 
Mituni Beach Rod & Reel Club. Margie wrote the program and General Electric 
Information Services prwided the results. 

Right on the dock, Margie being observed by GE Marketing Representative Joe Ripkin, 
would enter each fderman's catch daily on Information Services. At week's end, when 
the ha1 flounder had f i i h e d  flopping, the GE Network furnished the fish facts, and 
the name of the wirma appeared at Margie's terminal. Also printed out were his =ores 
and those of the other anglers. That's GE time-sh ariq. . .  almost anywhere there is a 
telephone! (Sorry, we didn't get the names of the fishing team... or their friends!) 

Running Independently 0 p tions (Continued from p. 7) - 
convenience of the system, generally no features. Maximum PSU and CRU limits 
later than three hours from the time of which can be specified by a user on a 
job entry (unless hn even later start time specific IND program to protect the user 
has been assigned by the user.) With from program bugs or other errors which 
DEFERRED priority, users get a 40% could run up costs unnecessarily. 
reduction in CRU's. 

OVERNIGHT priority specifies that IND 
jobs may be processed between 9 p.m. 
and 8 am. the following morning, and 
jobs will be initiated at the convenience 
of the system OVERNIGHT jobs must 
be submitted prior to 12 midnight. CRU 

Another option, EARLIEST, specifies the 
earliest possible starting (by catalog time) 
that the user wants his IND job to be run. 
This safeguard is available in case a fde is 
not due to be updated before a certain 
time of the day or night. 

c h n r ~ s  are reduced 6m when this A simple request typed into the termind 
priority is elected. gets the immediate status of an IND job 
As is GE's custom, INDEPENDENT RUN for the user. The system replies that the 
is replete with user safeguards and extra job is running, waiting, being retried, or 

' lk T i i S w i n g  U I D E R  7 
Publishd by the Infamation Sawiws Business Division, Betherda. Md., for G e m 1  Electric 
Time-Sharing custoPmrm to infwsn tt3em of new features and services. Comrnunicati~~~ 
regarding items in the LEADER s h W  be directed to your GE timesharing represenwive. 
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KEEPS GE USERS 
UlP TO DATE 
Users of the world's largest information 
services network should also be the 
world's best informed about what's 
happsnii~g on &at network. Yau can 
now find out "what's new", quicldy, and 
at ao cost with the new on-line Infoma- 
tion Service file. 

The Information Service file really repre- 
sents the dynamics of our service to you. 
Every month there are improvements, 
new features, and library offedngs that 
are of value and can save you money. 

Free literature is a d b l e  explaining in 
depth my of the features mentioned. 
YQU may easily request this literature 
through the free user number. And, you 
can also look at features announced in 
previous editions of the Information Ser- 
vice. 

The sign-on notice of the free user 
number for the Information Service file, 
JBB00999,INFO, was first flashed to GE 
users during the week of March 13. 
Rqorts have it that thousands of users 
have accessed the file since. 

Once a month, a sing-on banner running 
from Friday morning, through the week- 
end until Monday night will remind users 
of the monthly update of the fie. 

not in queue. Most of the Application 
Library programs and Network Software 
Services programs can be run in IND 
mode, i.e. see INDJAUTOTAB . 
INDEPWENT RUN is ideal for applica- 
tions where the results need not be 
instantly available, or where large 
amounts of terminal output such as 
management and financial reports are 
standard parts of a business system. The 
network is capable of compiling a nation- 
wide report almost instantaneously, but 
users who can plan their report genera- 
tion on a regular basis often don't need 
immediate report completion. When re- 
ports are ordered the day before, the 
effective cost of their management in- 
l i x m & . m q ~ w b ~ a -  
siderably. 

Many users are coming to depend on 
INDEPENDENT RUN to help them make 
their program operate at the greatest 
efficiency and'economy possible. 



Brook Park to BilIin_aham 

MAINTENANCE MANAGED IN MOMENTS 
AT ENGLISH CHEMICAL WORKS 

FLEXIMIS, General Electric's powerful 
Flexible MaRagamat Woattgtion Sys- 
tem, holg spanned the Atha* Oee4ta to 
kelp one of the s d d ' s  largest chemical 
prohrcers, Imperial Cbmicd Industries, 
in B-, lbgktd, dsd with urgent 
plprti e ~ ~ t  minCmm problems. 

ICI's Agriculture Division factory 
a m q p x a t  h e  k de~dapsd a sye 
ban u&g FLEXMU wWB records, 
d y m s  and rctrlmes infamatbn an 
plsnt equipment malfuacsions. 

It may seem strsragc for the El D"nrision 
to go so far for a comgpsltor s m k e  (by 
s a t a t e  to the GE SUPE~ENTEEL in 
Cleveland, Ohio) whea it hra computers 

Wsrks t t c h i d  mwagm, spid, 'The 'quiz 
&t$ns%lm~P&I?Viee'h&~*Of~t  
s p e e d i l l v d l d i r a c t a ~ t a t k ~ t e r  
24 h i a t  a day." 

At the Works, information is cokcted on 
stmdslrd data shezts w W  am filled is by 
p h t  foremen a d  e@neers with the aim 
of descniing each d f m c t i o n  and its 
effects in as mueh detail as possible. The 
'profile' of eaeh &ge:tiom Is built-up in 
ICI's FLE-S @ ia Cleveland under 
such b d h g s  a identification of equip- 

m a t ,  d its lacation in the plant; time 
and date d occzlrrence and c l a d i t i o n ,  
ie. electrid, mechanical, etc. 

In addition, information is gathered on 
the effects of the malfunction on the 
running of the rest of the plant. Did it 
cause May, and for how long, or did it 
cause the plant to be closed? What 
maintenanm action was taken to repair crr 
r- th@ e q e m n t  involved? %%at 
was t$e cost of maintenance? What was 
the probable loss of profit caused by the 
failure? 

The information put into the computer's 
data stmap is minutely d W d  and as 
time goes on it becomes p r ~ s s i w l y  
moss extensive. The FLEWhaIS capahil- 
ity which d i m s  management to draw on 
this information at a moments notice and 
anidyze it is what gives the service its 
due.  

The retrieval capability enables the 
min temce  staff to quiz the FLEXIMIS 
system. The system extracts what is asked 
for from its mass of "torred" detail dat& 
analyzes it and sen& it back in seconds to 
&Hlm&m. If a question does not fit the 
sta~dwd packas designed by ICI, the 

will "say" so and the terminal 
qm&m gllliFf ask the question another 
wo3r. 

The service costs money, admits Tom 
Kent, Production Works maintenance 
manager, but this would be covered 
when, for example, the information 
supplied by FLEXIhrdlS enables the 
Portack granulation plant to run for an 
extra four hows in a year. 

Why not use the Division's own com- 
puter? Semmens cited this reason 'The 
Division's computer sewice is orpaized 
so that 10,000 jobs a month can be 
processed to  a sehedule - immediate- 
access is not a capability owrently pro- 
vided. Often when maintenance problems 
arise affwting works production, we need 
a quick and* and all we need to do is 
dial a telephone number to quiz 
FLEAMIS via Mark II/Netowmk instant- 
ly." 

As the development of this project pro- 
gresses, factory management at Billing- 
ham will create a comprehensive file of 
data on plant failures and their conse- 
quences. Using F L E m S  to sort and 
interrogate the file, plant engineers will 
be able to make accurate antrlysis and 
comparisons extremely quickly, pro- 
ducing the sort of information which is 
central to the management of a complex 
modem plant. 

Mew Efficbmt 
Accounting System 
A new accounting padcage on Mark 11, 
called MAST$, can completely automate 
your General Ledger Accounting needs. It 
updates accounting files and produces 
reports with a .minimum of time d user 
effort, and it gives you flexibility in 
designing the format and contents of 
these reports. 

To give users an opportunity to compare 
these and other efficiencies of the new 
GFASTS with software already on Mark 
11, an adine,  GFEXP***, is available. 

GFAST$ fdes are compatible with other 
Mark I1 packages such as AUTOFILE for 
special ~ p r t  generation and FINEX for 
Warical and financial projection reports. 
For the User's Guide, ask your Marketing 
Representative for publieatim * 5  101 10. 

- 

IND MAKES 

, easy-to-use "front-end" module page 1). 
t makes report generation in the Inde- 
dent Run mode both easy and Moreover, AUTOTAB's new batching 

capability allows multiple reports to be 
brief, AUTOTAB produces neatly produced from a single set of commands. 
, accurately calculated tabular re- whether You use AUTOTAB from a 
of all kinds including budgets, cash single location, Or collect and merge 

, accounts receivable and numerous rePo*$ from multiple locations - You 
en. you simply tell AUTOTAB what can still save up to 60% in CRU charges 

olumn and row headings are needed, the by using Independent Run- 
umbers you want to s&t with, and the Users of AUTOTAB may access the 011- me  at ions be ~ ' r f ~ m e d  - it does line file, AU~ND***, for insfrur- I he rest! k tions on how to use the new module. Or 1 
ith the new module, AUTOTAB reports call your 

an be generated on a deferred processing ask how 
asis and take advantage of 40 to, 60% ically for you. 



Computerized Job Matching 

'TASSELS' ar TkWEEZEW - - 

JOB T1TLES WERE . - - -  Y I 1 ) m  

Job titles can be misleading. An employ- the manager, but the'system saves exten- 
ment ageney advertised for a "stripper" sive testing and interviewing time. 

remove paint a ship's The applicant completes a Self Interview 
One person answered the ad whose Check List (SICL) of common activi~es 
was making tassels twirl- And, does a he likes and and what be 
"materials handler" run a fork lift truck had done the most the The 
or run a pair of tweezers in an electronics activities are in 16 workl.dated fskgories 
production line? (i-e. athletic exertion to imagination). 
To avoid such possible mismatches of 
people and titles, the computerized 
matching of jobs and people is being 
revolutimjzed with the Cleff Job Match 
h g  System. Named after its inventor, 
industrial psychologist Dr. Samuel H. 
Cleff, of ADP Permme1 Data Systems, 
he., New York, N.Y., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Automatic Data Promsing, 
Ine. the job-matching system is accessible 
on General Electric's Information Ser- 
vices Network. 

From the Network, manpower and per- 
sonnel managers in various businesses 
across the country are accessing the Cleff 
System and data base via time-sharing 
terminals located right in their offices. 
They are making meaningful matches of 
applicants' profiles of preferences and 
experiences with job profiles in helping 
place the right people with the right job. 
The final hiring of course, remains with 

This information is then entered by ter- 
minal into the system where the appli- 
cant's preference and experience profiles 
are developed. 

Fitting Jeib and ASlpl&.t P~;ofWes 
Already entered on the system is an 
ADP-PDS client's register of job protilts 
using the same common activities for 
descriptions. The computer then eval- 
uates the applicant's profile and the 
register of jobs available, and in a short 
period of time, a job match, showing 
degree of compatibility is returned at the 
terminal. 

The Cleff System is actually able to 
predict how well a given individual will 
like the job and whether he will be able 
to perform it successfully. Matching 
people in jobs they can do and would like 
to do eases the problem of employee turn- 
over-particularly in the semi-skilled area. 

The unique system is currently being 
used in the banking, insurance, com- 
municsrtions, brokerage, utility and 
manufacturing indxlgtries as well as in 
several governmental qpneies. Validity 
studies discloss that the Sysrem spots 
early turnovers with high accuracy. Better 
matched applicants stay longer, by 1505% 
to 25W, than lower matched. It also 
accurately predicts who will successfuly 
complete training as well as higher rated 
job performance. At the same time it has 
demonstrated its freedom from cultural 
and racial bias. 

The System can work in rev- by 
matching job requests against a register of 
job seekers. In a state manpower develop- 
ment application, the flexibility of the 
System became particularly applicable in 
the placement of disadvantaged appli- 
cants who do not have easily definable 
skills. From the preference and ex- 
perience applicant profdes, the computer 
could match individuals with much more 
reliability. The results of the computer 
match are also used as a tool for de- 
termining the sort of training and indi- 
vidual needs. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
For Free descriptive literature on new ADP-PDS Cleff Job Matching system uses FLEXIMIS, FLEXIble Management In- 
and improved system features and A p  network to match the right people with formation System, organize your pieces 
plication Library programs, check the the right job in various locations. of management information into mean- 
appropriate box and mail coupon to: 9960 CI ingful reports according to your needs. 

Time-Sharing LEADER (560302) 9105 Cl 
Correspondence Code Terminals opera- 

General Electric Co. tions card tells how to access the system, 
450 Duane Avenue \ 

any character translations to ASCII, and Independent Run feature profile shows 
Schenectady, N.Y. 12345 other suggestions when using such ter- priorities for job execution, options and 

Remote Media Service feature profile commands in deferred processing. 
listing capabilities, code conversion, and (1 11801) +252 17 (350400) #437 
service point locations. 

(37 1000) 9445 17 
Name 

AUTOTAB, management reporting sys- Company 
tem for massive tables and hundreds of 
calculations i.e. budgets, sales analysis, Skeet 
cash Bow, engineering tabulations, pro- City - 
formla statements, statistical tables. 

(372051) #304 Title Phone 
r 
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What's in a Name? 
MARK 111 is much more than a nu- 

meric step function from 11 to III. As you 
will see from the pages in this issue of 
LEADER, MARK 111 is truly a new 
concept in computing services. And more 
importantly, what you see now is just a 
beginning, comparable perhaps to the 
first GE265 time-sharing system going 
on-line in 1965. 

Consider the possibilities of a processed 
information file accessible to all your 
company components around the world 
that is also easily available for routine 
high-speed interaction with your in-house 
hardware. Add to that budget control 
capability that allows you to harness that 
variable cost on a daily basis; pricing 
schedules you can tailor to the peculiari- 
ties of your application; and savings of 40 
or 60% more through Independent Run; a 
service desk accessible nationally for assis- 
tance anytime of night, weekends and 
holidays; expanded Remote Media Ser- 
vice with new low prices; data handling 
tools that cut development time in half; a 
technical service group which will tailor a 
system exactly to your specifications; 
cryptographic routines that assure maxi- 
mum security; more new tools for pro- 
gramming in BASIC and F N ;  core image 
files h t  are automatically stored as low 
cost DSU7s; and all on a cost competitive 
basis whether compared to other vendors 
or in-house time-sharing systems. 

World teadm On-Line 

MARK 111 is time-sharing. MARK 111 is 
remote batch. MARK I11 is a worldwide 
network. But above all, MARK IlI is a 
Service. So when you pick up a phone to 
access MARK 111 or to call a service desk, 
the World Leader in Information Services 
will always be on the h e .  

GENERAL ELECTRIC ANINOUNCES. 
NEW MARK Ill SERVICE 

The most significant advancement in variable-cost computing since the 
introduction of time-sharing itself will be available to all customers of 
General Electric Information Services on November 13,1972. 

Called MARK IiI, this new concept in computing unifies into a single, 
integrated environment the economies of internationally accessible time- 
sharing and the power of large scale remote batch processing. For the first 
time, from a single supplier and via a common terminal the full spectrum 
of fundamental data processing requirements is now available to busi- 
nesses of any size. 

With MARK III, a current time-sharing user can now penetrate the 
normally complex barriers surrounding batch processing with just a basic 
set of commands. This means the ease of computer access that 
time-sharing brought to the problem solver is now a reality for those in 
need of batch processing as well. 

MARK III is the threshold of a whole new era in remote computing 
for you, our customer, and for General Electric. 

- 

MARK Ill BACKGROUND I MARKIN FOREGROUND 

Batch Processing 
at vour terminal 

MARK I11 Background brings to large 
scale batch processing the primary bene 
fits of interactive time-sharing: universal 
ease of access combined with variable 
cost computing. 

Now, from the same easy-t~use time 
sharing terminals, customers can set-up 
and control batch processing applications 
utilizing the friendly user-oriented Fore 
ground mode for access and controL Thus 
the typical complexities of remote job 
entry and batch processing are 
minimized. 

The variable cost concept of MARK 
111 now enables customers to tap at will 
virtually unlimited computer power and 
an international network without making 
a capital investment, paying only for 
what they use. ( a n t .  page 6) 

New Name, 
New Capabilities 
for MARK II 

MARK I1 has a new name and many 
powerful new features. Now known as 
MARK 111 Foreground, this aspect of the 
service will act as the window and link to 
MARK III Background processing, and 
continue to serve as the most powerful, 
reliable time-sharing service commercially 
available. Present customers will see a 
change in this service only in the form of 
enhancements, greater flexibility and 
more options. No changes in operation or 
compatibility will occur. New MARK 111 
Foreground features now available in- 
clude: commands from fdes, core image 
files, program overlay, and cryptographic 
routines. On page 6 is a brief overview of 
these new features. For additional details 
check box 355 on page 8. (Corrt. page 6 )  



2000 Baud 
At  Your Sewice 
MARK III 2000 Baud High Speed 

Service is now available on a nationwide 
basis. High Speed Service operates via 
IBM-2780 or Data 100 remote batch 
terminals or in an Interprocessing, com- 
puter-to-computar mode. Interprocessing 
.enables direct interaction between MARK 
Ln and IJ3M 370's and 361)'s having 
appropiate communiaatiom adapters and 
a 2780-like operating interface. 

Terminal  connect rates are 
$16.0O/hour and $20 per 100 records 
transmitted (up to 144 characters/record) 
plus standard CRU and storage charges. 
Transmissions via toll-free lines can take 
place at rates of up to 600,000 8-bit 
characters per hour. 

A non-conversatfond service, HSS will 
accept a continuous stream of data mes 
andfor commands, process them, and 
re- output. Input from stand-alone 
terminals is via punched cards; output is 
to a line printer or card punch. 110 for 
computer-to-computer applications is di- 
rectly tolfrom MARK 111 through the 
customers' communications interface. 

Users may intermix HSS with low- 
speed conversational service depending on 
the application requirements. 

I/O Media - 8 W u m n  cards and line 

Record Sizes - variable up to 80 charac- 
ters for input, 144 for output 

Code - EBCDIC 

Files - random binary, ASCII, bhry  or 
FORTRAN sequential binary 

Code Conversions - Input: EBCDIC to 
ASCII or GE BCD 
Output: ASCII or GE BCD to EBCDIC 

Hew RMS Prices, 

MARK 111 Remote Media Service now 
features greatly expanded capabilities 
with prices reduced by approximately 
one-third for card and printer activity. 

New prices include: $15/reel, tape to 
disc; $1.75/1000 cards, card-to-disc; 
$3.50/1000 cards, disc-tecard; and 
$1.7511 000 lines, disc-to-printer, All 
above prices are plus CRVs utilized. All 
other prices remain the same. 

New features include: 7- and 9-track 
tape with files up to 4000 PSU ASCII 
files and EBCDIC/ASCII conversion; 
ASCII, EBCDIC and a variety of BCD 
codes in card-to-disc and disc-tecards up _ 
to 4000 PSU per ASCII file; one-two- 
three or four-part paper, 8 112" or 14 
718" x 11" paper for disc-to-printer of up 
to 4000 PSU ASCII files. 

MARK 111 RMS is available for use in 
Foreground or Background. It is com- 
pletely compatible with the new 2000 
baud High Speed Service so that users 
have the alternatives of high speed ter- 
minal interaction, direct filato-file Inter- 
processing between MARK 111 and in- 
house machines, or door-to-door courier 
service. All cities in which GE IaEoma- 
tion Services sales offices are located will 
soon offer local courier service. 
RMS is designed to enable firms with 

large batch oriented systems to increase 
their scope of activity by making inter- 
action with MARK III easy and economi- 
cal. Security is naximized by makiag 
Rh4S adable  only though on-line re- 
quests by the user. Job status can be 
checked at any titrre by the user at his 
tsmdnal. For more infomation check 
box 445 on pge 8. 

FOUR ITALIAN CITIES ADDED TO NETWORK 

The total number of cities outside the At the same time 30 chatter-per- 
United States which can access the Net- second a w s  locations were incrtxsed to 
work on a toll-free basis has been in- include all Canadian locations, Brwsels, 
creased to 31. On October first, four Paris. London, Manchester, Milan, The 
Italian cities (Bologna, Naples, Padua, and Hague, and Stockholm. 
Florence) were connected. 

in the Press 
The October 17 issue of the Wall 

Street Journal will launch a major MARK 
111 antlowment campaign to the world. 
A preview of three of the ads appears on 
page8 3,5, and 7. 

As can be seen, the major emphal is 
on the cost saw and better control 

mers as well as prospective ones. The 
constant goal of General Electic Informa- 
tion Services is to continually provide a 
more cost effective solution to all of a 
business's computing needs. If you 
would like to take advantage of any or dl 
of the new features of MARK III, call 
your GE Representative, or the number 
listed in the ads, 800.6830971. 

NaWnal PlrWimaieus 
In addition to the Wlf S m t  J d ,  
hh M a=, ~or~as, a&- 
IMB- Cbrpeput@wt'r& Jkm&d Ex- 
ecutive, dhagmaf Aem~&& &les 
Management, Cornpaw L3aWolt9, 
Rnunce, &mwd &.&em Re-# Iron 
&, A m . m  Midtidst, and Wustty 
Wet, MARK IH will also appear in 
d o u s  local papers and the American 
&lines, TWA and Pan American mga- 
zifles. 

International Network Hlghlighded 
Order processing and fmneial con- 

solidation are emerging as two of the 
most powerful and asked for applications 
of the MARK III International Network. 
This is as true for companies with three 
locations in one state as it is for ones with 
dozens of offlcee itround the mid. Ad- 
verdsemeats om &me d$&s am 
sehedrsJ.sd fm &w@ A& 

~~ th p a i t i w  P& .yaw 
Ywr GB MARK IZI Representative 

has a BQa story tg~ecmnt. Give him a 

. . 

Published by the Information Service 
Busin&& Divisim, Bethesde, Md. for 
Gemmi E W i c  information service 
curtomem to inform them of new 
feetures and sarvices. Communioetions 
regnrding items En the LEADER should 
be directed to your CIE marketing 
repr818ntatiw. 
01972 by General Electric Compeny 



GE's new Mark Ill. 
It's time= - L,,,,, 

It's n--- 

It's a worldwide 
network. 

In fact, it's the world's only integral combination 
of aIl three powerful capabilities: the response of 
interactive time-sharing . . , the economy of remote 
batch processing . . . the reach of a worldwide 
communications network, 

The interactive time-sharing has new 
features and controls to make time-sharing more 
pa-ful, less expensive, and more easily 
mmmged. Yet, it is fully compatible with GE's 
b k  11, today's most widely used service. 

h t x t e  Wctr processing brings you the 
economies and power of large-scale data 
processing. With Mark 111, you can save one-haf 
ar mofe of yow processing costs just by movhg 
your 1 5 1 ~ o g U g  programs into remote batch 
opaah- Yet you still have the ease of use and 
the s e d e  q d t y  that are chawacteristic of GE 
time-sharing. 

t 
L 
I 
I 

The network is a system that gives local phone 
call access fiom over 250 locations in North 
America and Europe. No matter how you're 
decentralized, all your locations can share a single 
system, a single data base. And this information 
processing network can interact directly with your 
own computers. 

General Electric introduced the frrst time-sharing 
service in 1965, In 1970, GE established the first 
international information processing network. And 
now, Mark 111. 

It's time to make a serious comparison of Mark 
111 with whatever information service you now use. 
Phone 800-638-0971 or write us at 7735 Old 
Georgetown Rd., Bethesda, Md., 20014. 
We're ready to help. 

WORLD LEADER 
IN INFORMATION 

SERVICES 



FIV-The Most Po 
Programming La 
Mark III Foreground users lurrpe acoegs 

to two Fortran languages - FOR and 
FIV. The difference between the two is a 
major list of user benefits in favor of FW, 
plus a potential cost savings af 85% in 
some situations over tha: m e  standard 
FOR version. F N  is specifidly designed 
to take advantage of all the features of 
Mark III Foreground while at the same 
time remaining compatible with Back- 
ground FORTRAN. F W  not only meets 
ANSI standards, it exceedk &en In fact, 
ANSI FORTRAN is a fully compatible 
subset of FIV. If you have not taken 
adwntage of the savings and power of 
FW, consider the following list of some 
of its more powerful features. 

INPUTIOUTPUT STATEMENT-A 
special input/output statement provides 
110 capability at greatly reduced costs. It 
permits unbuffered input and output and 
is substituted for standard F N  READ 
and WRITE statements. Compared to 
typical buffered Me techniques, this 
statement can cut users' fie processing 
costs a minimum of 30% to as much as 
90% or more, depending on the applica- 
tion. 

SYMBOLIC ON-LINE DEBUGGING-A 
series of options saves important pro- 
gramming time for the user. These SOLD 
debugging options, with trace capability, 
allow a user to observe the execution of 
his program while it is actually taking 
place, permitting on-%spot detection of 
program bugs and errors. 

COMPILATION OPTION STATE- 
MENTS-DEBUG and NODEBUG acti- 
vate and deactivate the SOID package. 
NOCHECK, NOWARN and NOLINE cap 
ability permit maximum execution speeds 
with minimum use of system resources. 
They eliminate the coding of h e  num- 
bers, the checking of subscript values, and 
the printing of recurring error messages. 

SPECIAL COMPl LER CONTROL 
STATEMENTS-These statements are 
also time savers for users. They fmction 
to avoid certain automatic compiler oper- 
ations, particularly check@ and warning 
operations, whkh users frequently wish 
to ignore during program debugging. 

OPE R AT lJU G SIPSTEM COMMANO 
SUBROUTINES-These subroutines per- 

wer Packed 

form @stem comtnands d- 

inguage in Time-sharing Today ;a 
tion of a program, giving the i r  
the building blocks of his own 
system within the WsteIli, 
fvIm *th cxm 6.x3n*-. 
moge time $a*. This 
users to write progams which tbs- - -=* 

*other pQ@ execution of other program; copy, *. ,,, a * 

usage; and control file usage. 1 .  d 

For example, a user 4 obtss a &! c y p  
description from within a running pro -- 
gram. He may check to see if a file exists). 
what i ts clmmct&.tia are, when it ygts 
last accessed and/or d ~ e d ,  
relevaat ha. 

tines provide an extremely u@@l 
bility not previously & 
FORTRAN. Uurs a n  n m  W$B 
vhts strings of k a - r s ,  re&&= & SjL size or how thev are stored. This &cn& -- . --- 

particular conveGence for data procegs~n~, 
applications working with large a lph  
strings such as names and addresses, titles, 
etc. 

FlLE SHARING-Powerful file sbrhg 
routines allow a number of users to ams @ 
theramfllcatrirtuallytheaunMas 
for both readinn and writina. This fea- - - v- -- ------- 
wiU b part ic&rly-&bl  fw 
tiom with many MY di~~ermd e&m - - -  
points# such zu order entry k the 3&&. #a 
JOURNALIZATION-A s w  rim* ~ ~ @ @ !  
offen double protection to vital dl& bg 
sitn~lltamoudy writing tape and ;,d$ 
copies of the same record. Users dl w@#. . 

to employ thii feature whenever && 
must have the abaty to recover ta ill@' 
very instant of any progam-rehtd W& 
or hardware system malfunction, 

.>- @IT AND CHARACTER Q)wv€&~@~ ,. a d  ROUTINES AND FUN 
routines and functions locate and c = - -  - the internal representation of eful- 
T b y  are ~ p s ' u l  when it is newsmy t@ 
transliterate from one chaw* @& tq 
another, prtiewlarly for higbpssd BeanaEr 
nals, Interprocessing, and Remote Senioe 
applications. 

E X E C U T I O N  CONTROL SU% 45X-W prmldes even 
ROUTINIES AND STATEMENTS-h mom 
subroutines change t rbaf& 492 on 
which program exe 



GE's new Mark Ill 
gives you 

real control of 
time-sharing costs 

~f you think time-sharing is a good thing 
gone wild, we have a way to tame it. 
It's General Electric's Mark 111. 

Mark 111 is not just another time-sharing system, 
but a new approach to  information processing. 
It's a single, unified service that combines the 
response of interactive time-sharing, the 
econom of remote batch processing, and the r reach o a worldwide communications network. 

Mark 111 has a comprehensive budget control 
system that lets you allocate computi dollars - 
by project, department, individual-ta' ? ored to 
your needs. It will automatically administer the 
allocations. And even give you daily reports 
at your own terminal. 

Mark 111 not only helps you control costs, but 
a c t d y  reduce them. You can save one-half or 
more of your processing costs just by moving your 
time-sharing programs into remote batch operation. 

Mark 111 is an integrated network of 
nearly 100 interconnected computers. 

G E N E R A L !  v E L E C T R I C  

With a network this size, each computer 
performs that task for which it's best suited- 
communications, interactive time-s-, 
or batch processing. The result is a service 
that can tackle all your computing easily, 
reliably, and economically. 

General Electric was fvst to introduce 
time-sharing service in 1965. First to establish 
an international information processing network 
linking over 250 locations in North America and 
Europe. And now, with Mark 111, first to ut 
you in real control of your computing do &, . 

1f you're a Mark I1 user, Mark 111 offers you 
major new features and is fully compatible. ~f 
you're not, it's time to make a serious comparison 
of Mark 111 with whatever information service 
you now use. Take control. Phone 800-638-0971 
or write us at 7735 Old Georgetown Rd., 
Bethesda, Md., 20014 
We're ready to help. 

WORLD LEADER 
IN INFORMATION 

SERVICES 



FOREGROUND (Cont.) BACKGROUND (Cont.) 

Core Imp Filer C o m d  From Files 

Programs in source form or saved 
object code can now be stored in core 
image format to reduce execution time 
and costs. FIV programs in core image are 
stored as Data Storage Units at $50 or 
$.20 per DSU depending on price option 
of the catalog. The core k g e  flle conver- 
sion feature is available fot FlV source 
programs or saved object files to which 
there is read access. 

With this new facility users can create 
and store FIV program in a completely 
ready-to-execute format. When the pro- 
gram is RUN, it is laded &w@y hto 
core where execution begins irmnectlately. 
This means the quickest lading at the 
lowest cost - especially valuable for 
programs frequently used, with relatively 
small arrays, with FIV System Routines 
and Functions, or user library sub- 
routines. 

Core image files, used in conjunction 
with FIV overlay (discussed below) can 
eliminate chaining and all of its inherent 
programming problems. Even when used 
with chaining, however, each chained 
program stored in core image format is 
loaded into core faster to improve ter- 
minal response tirtmG for the total jab. 

FIV Rrogem Overlays 

Now you c9n EDIT, CREATE, SORT, 
CK RUN a series of prop- in MAIS III 
Fwegrowad long after you've gone h e  
from work Blad save 40 or 69 percent 
CRU costs at the same time. 

A command file, containing one sys- 
tem command per line, automaticallj 
issues the commands in the sequence: you 
estabEisZaed. ~~t all system coanmmdt 
may be wad, &om complex TEDIT work 
to ghnplle file renaming or copying. 

Urn programs can be designed tc 
h t e  command @es and/or chain tc 
than c- IB&3p*t Run wit2 

it possible b have a 
stream of H s  perfcamad h order timi 
is detmmined by the results of prior jobs 

Complex, multi-program jobs and 
simple, repetitive work can be performed 
at night, saving CRU charges and free& 
terminals for interactive work during 
regular hours. 

A command file cannot contain termi. 
nal input that may be required by a 
program during execution. However, bj  
running the command fie in Independen1 
Run, an IND input file can supply hpul 
data for the programs run by the com- 
mand fite. 

I ~ a s y  access to this supplementary 
reservoir of computing power means 
fags, production jobs now run in time- 
sharhg can be converted to Bacwound 
for significant pot8nW saving in com- 
puting and s t o w  mits. Also, applica- 
tiow previously bnpmctid due to cost 
or pure s b  ,%an am be effectively 
accmodated. MARK IIl Background/ 
Foreground .eompsttWity assures not 
only ease of interaction but continuity as 
applications expand. FW ANSI COBOL 
and Fortran IV are adlabk in Back- 
ground with pragrgms up to "SOK words - 
15QK d-g off-peak hours - accono- 
dated 

To facilitate large volumes of input 
and output, Background users can em- 
ploy Remote Media Service for courier 
pick up and delivery, high speed termi- 
nals, or interface their in-house system 
directly with MARK III (See 2000 Baud 
Pa@ 2). 

MARK 111 Background, utilizing a 
Honeywell 6000, series computer, pro- 
vides all of the basic capabilities normally 
associated with batch processing, As with 
time-sharing, these Background resources 
can be adapted in a multitude of ways to 
meet a customer's specific requirements. 

Virtually unlimited prognun size with- 
out the restrictions typically encountered 
with chaining is now posd'ble in MARK 
III Foreground. A new FN p r w  
overlay technique fadtates faster, lower 
cost job execution while retaining pro- 
gramming modularity. Two FIV state 
mats  have been added to tab 
of core image fnes and produce this near 
feature. 

Using the overlay feature, a job is 
broken into segments or links. A main 
link resides in core throughout execution, 
calling in overlay links when needed. 

Total continuity during job execution 
is maintained while overlays are being 
executed. During the course of a job with 
overlays, files remain open and pointers 
retained; blank and labeled common 
residing in the main link remains intact; 
and user directives such as IFBREAK, 
WARN, SOPEN and LOCK/UNLOCK 
remain in effect. 

FIV CrVptogaphic Routine 

A new cryptographic subroutine al- 
lows maximum security for storage of 
highly sensitive flies. 

Two keys are used to encode and 
decode the Me contents, and the keys are 
known only to the user. In fact, if you 
forget the keys, there is no way for the 
system to decode the data. 

For even greater security a usex may 
cause a key to vary for each record so 
that no discernible patterns can be estab- 
lished in the encoded data from word to 
word within a record, or from record to 
record within a file. 

The keys can be constants in a user 
program, a known element in the data 
file, an element of data obtained from 
within the system, or for absolute maxi- 
mum security should be entered fmm the 
terminal during the run. 

Single Swroe to Supplement 

MARK 111 can be used as a company's 
single source of information processing 
needs. Or, combined with GE's Inter- 
national network, MARK 1II can act as a 
powerful generator, transmitter and 
distributor of processed information for 
all of a company's locations. 

The combination of MARK I11 Fore- 
ground, Background and Network can be 
used to create, in effect, a versatile "front 
end'" to in-house facilities. Data can be 
collected from outlying offices, plants or 
warehouses, processed in Foreground 
then transferred to either Background or 
to an in-house system for batching. 

MARK I11 can also be used as a 
straight supplement to in-house capa- 
bility. With full ANSI COBOL and 
FORTRAN IVY it can handle peak loads 
and/or development and debugging of 
programs designed for in-house use. 



time-sharing costs 
by a third 

with whatever ifE 
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Customer support, 24hours a day, 
seven days a week, is now available to a l l  
MARK 111 customers. A National Service 
Desk (NSD) has been established to aug- 
ment the support now available through 

SUPPORT AROUND 
THE CLOCK DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 

local service desks. Accessible natiOmnY 
via toll-free 800-321-2330, the NSD will 
answer questions concerning 
Status, ~~nmunications and ~~~ 
problems, nights, 6 Pm to 8 am, and 
anytime weekends and holidays. 

A new international access dhct0rY 
also lists local phone numbers available in 
many locations that will be automaticdl~ 
redirected to the NSD. (Check box 246 
on the coupon below for YOw COPY.) 

Year end in most cities? CUStOmers 
will be able to call the same number for 
i ~ f t ~ ~ h o u r  and weekend senri@ as they 
use for their local desk 

working hours- As this phase of 
MARK 111 around-the-clock service is 
implemented in other areas, local sales 

A data handling technique which en- Any large data base used to produce 
ables the development of record handling reports or searched for information is a 
programs in about half the time required candidate for ISEQ. Payroll, order entry 
by completely user-written methods is and inventory control systems are a few 
now a d a b l e  in MARK III Foreground. of the applications in which ISEQ can 

Index Sequential simplifies data base provide real benefits. 
design for maximum economy and ef- 
ficiency so that recolds can be retrieved 
for just pennies. Nor& housekeeping 
functions of building and maintaining a Optimiaed Operatiom 
data base of up to 40 million BCD 
characters are virtually eliminated. Further economies are realized 

through ISEQ by minimizing the amount 
E-blijhed Technique of storage space and system resources 

required. Optimal operations are assured 
Easy to learn and flexible in use, ISEQ by a routine which provides a description 

is an established batch processing tech- of the current state of the data base. 
nique. Specific bits of data stored in Thus, the user can evaluate efficiency 
massive data bases are found by use of characteristics and determine when to 
index tables of key words. ISEQ allows perform maintenance activities. 
updating, deletions, and inquiries of the Check box 523 to receive a descriptive 
data base in random sequence. brochure. 

offices will notify customers. 

# 498 storage methods, and operations. 

# 485 processor 

l NTERNATIONAL ACCESS DIREG ' 

INPUTIOUTPUT CAPABI LIT1 ES - 
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New Features 
Announced For 
Mark Ill Foreground 

You've got sales- 

Several new features for MARK I11 
Service have recently been announced for men in eight cities 
use in data activities in the 
time sharing environment. Users will find 
the new feaWtures particularly beneficial in 
easing programming and input problems 
and in reducing costs. selling highly COm- 
FIV String Handling 
Breaks FORTRAN Barriers 

Traditionally, FORTRAN usage has petitive foam and plastic - I 
been directed toward mathematical and 
engineering applications while the ma- 
jority of business data processing has 
been done in the COBOL language. The 
principal difference has been the latter 

products made in eight 
programming language's ability to manip 
ulate strings of characters of variable 
length S U C ~  as in operations working with different factories. DO 
large alpha strings (names, addresses, 
titles, etc.) for easier report generation. 

NOW, String Handling has been your salesmen know what's in 
adapted to FIV to make -this language 
more universal in application, particularly i nventory? Right now. Can they 
as regards business usage and reDort 
generation. FIV String ~ & d l i n ~  makks it 
possible to select, scan and extract por- 
tions of text in innumerable applications, 

mortgage inventory? Right now. 
altering and changing the individual Can they place an order? Right now. Can elements at will. 

The particular advantages to the user 
through the new feature will be in the they determine delivery date? Right now. 
ease of programming, particularly in the 
types of applications cited. Previously, Can they get a credit check? Right now. They can if you're 
some users have been programming such 
applications in BASIC. The new features the Foam and Plastics Division of Tenneco Chemicals, Inc. 
will now make it possible to combine the 
overall advantages of FORTRAN with the and you're on-line with GE's MARK Ill Information Service. 
new shortcutting steps of String 
Handling. (Cont. on Page 2) 

301.08 . G E N E R A L  Q) E L E C T R I C  

(See Stow on Page 3) 



GE Awarded 
White House Bid 

The White House Office of Telecom- 
munications Policy (OTP), has awarded 
GEYs Information Services Business 
Division a contract for the study of 
teleprocessing systems and the develop 
ment of a model to determine the relative 
cost/performance ratio of various system 
configurations for data-based tele- 
processing systems. 

The OTP, under its director Clay 
Whitehead, is responsible for the study of 
telecommunications policies, activities 
and opportunities and the evaluation of 
computer and communications tech- 
nologies. It serves to advise the President 
o n  telecommunication matters and 
presents the Administration's view on 
such matters to Congress and the Federal 
Communications Commission. 

OTP staff members will use the model 
to examine the short and long term 
effects of existing and proposed com- 
munications policies and programs. 

The Time-Sharing LEADER 
Published by the Information Service 
Business Division, Bethesda, Md. for 
General Electric information service 
customers to inform them of new 
features and services. Communications 
regarding items in the LEADER should 
be directed to your GE marketing 
representative. 

0 1 9 7 2  by General Electric Company 

NEW FEATURES (cont.) 
Programmers presently using BASIC 

for string handling will find the new FIV 
capabilities fully comparable. 

Code Conversion Sub-Routines 

Also announced are two new sub- 
routines which enable simplified conver- 
sions to and from ABCDIC and ASCII 
character files. Many new applications, 
particularly those with large inputloutput 
volumes in either code, now become 
feasible with MARK III's new High Speed 
Service utilizing the routines. The 
primary advantage to the user will be 

New Programs 
Available for Cutting 
Tool Accuracy 

Manufacturing units using cutting 
tools in the production of their products 
can now take advantage.of a unique new 
program for the selection of the best tool 
for maximum production efficiency. The 
program has been developed over a period 
of two decades by GErCarboloy to assure 
the most effective use of its cutting tools. 

Cutting elements, which are used up in 
the process of removing material to pro- 
duce a part, have long been a major 
expense in the metalworking industry. 
Selection of the right element for each 
job is an important consideration in the 
ultimate cost of manufacturing the 
product. In the past, this choice has been 
made through costly and time-consuming 
procedures which are highIy dependent 
upon the individual skill and experience 
of the person making the decision. 

With the Carboloy routines, the pro- 
cedures are systematized and the decision 
is made quickly and accurately. This 
permits evaluation of production policies 
and the lowering of costs by comparing 
the effects on production of each cutting 
tool under consideration. A full analysis 
is printed out at the terminal in less than 
one minute. 

(ED. NOTE: The Carboloy Routines 
are now available on the National Metal- 
working Catalog. Contact your local GE 
Marketing Rep or GE-Carboloy.) 

found when storing data in packed 
numeric form for large-scale efficiencies. 

AUTOSAVE Prevents Loss of Data 

A new command, AUT, enables a user 
to  specify a file for retention in the event 
o f  a communications failure. A 
"REPLACE" command will auto- 
matically be simulated with that file 
name whenever the user is disconnected 
because of any communications failure. 
With this command the user may have far 
greater confidence that all data within 
that file at the central system, new or old, 
will be retained. 

GE Network Gets 
Tokyo Demonstration 

Thousands of Japanese and other busi- 
nessmen witnessed a demonstration using 
the GE World-Wide network at 
the USA-Japan Computer Conference 
held in Tokyo recently. The demonstra- 
tion was a joint effort between GE and its 
Information Services Business Division 
licensee in Japan, Dentsu Advertising 
Co., Ltd. 

Transmission between the Conference 
site and the GE Supercenter in Cleveland, 
Ohio was by satellite. Preparations for the 
demonstration included the shipment of 
equipment and the testing of satellite 
channels, proving conclusively that Net- 
working to Japan is both technically 
feasible and of great interest to Japanese 
businessmen. 

Two West European 
Cities Added 

Zurich, Switzerland and Cologne, West 
Germany have been added to the World- 
Wide GE Information Services Network, 
bringing to 33 the number of European 
cities which have direct toll-free access to 
all of the new MARK 111 Foreground 
features. Through both satellite and un- 
dersea cable, the new cities are now 
connected on-line with the GE 
computers. 

Alloy Formulation 
For Swedish Firm 
Computed on MARK Ill 

Stora Kopparberg, a Swedish steel 
producer, is now computing formulas for 
its alloys on MARK 111 via trans-Atlantic 
satellite and cable. Measurements from 
preliminary tests and data on the desired 
quality and quantity are being fed into 
the computer. The resultant printout 
shows changes to be made to the mix to 
achieve the desired res& m e  company 
reports a significant i ~ m m e n t  in the 
f o r m u l a t i ~ n s  as a muti of this 
application. 



lenneco 
Finds Edge 
With 
Order Entry 

(Cantinued from page I )  

to the factory in a test tube and 
in a box car, its bulk increased a 

facturers, the bulk of 
is made to order. They 
stocks on hand and they 

t long for deliveries. As 
less than 20 percent of your own 

e from out of stock. For this 
service, the ability to deliver the 

roduction line and you need to 
how soon an item can be delivered. 

ple of days waiting for the right 
be shuffled. If it's an in-stock 

ready for any system that can speed up 
your delivery, particularly by as much as 
two, three or even four days. 

The solution, MARK I11 Information 
Service. A quick call from the customer's 
location to the sales office puts the order 
into action. A five line entry is made into 
the h4ARK I11 system via the office's 
terminal and immediately the computer 
reports a credit check, a stock check and 
begins to factor the order into production 
if it is out of stock. If there is a credit 
problem, the sales and accounting office 
are notified, even as the flagged order 
goes on through the cycle so that work 
can begin pending credit approval. With 
no such problem, a shipment order is 
placed for a stock item and a production 
order if the item is not in stock. Quickly 
the salesman is advised by the sales office 
of the order's status and the expected 
shipment date. It may be shipped the 
next day. 

l nterprocessing 
The order entry system doesn't stop 

there. Through Interprocessing, via key- 
tape between MARK I11 and Tenneco's 
own 360140, steps are set into motion to 
include the preparation of an invoice that 
night and the updating of numerous other 
data bases in both systems. 

Within the Tenneco system, the sale 
will be credited to the proper office and 
salesman, sales by item accounts, and any 
number of other entries desired by the 
company. Of course, the sale will also be 
credited to the customer's account, in- 
formation which, in turn, will be reported 
back to the on-line MARK I11 Service for 
inclusion into the customer information 
file which is the basis of the credit check 
system. 

Now, all is ready for another sale with 
credit, stockage and production data all 
on-hand for an immediate response. 

Coordinated Efforts 
The importance of on-line remote 

order entry and MARK III Information 
Services to the Foam and Plastics Division 
of Tenneco lies not merely in passing the 
word from salesman, to home office, to 
factory; but in coordinating the efforts of 
all of them, bringing them, in effect, 
under one roof. An industry where the 
majority of products are produced to 
order is necessarily complex and it is by 
mastering this complexity that on-line 
remote order entry gives Tenneco's Foam 
and Plastics Division the speed that is the 
competitive edge and the difference be- 
tween profits and problems. 

Don Perry, Foam and Plastics Division 
Controller outlines the meaning of the 
on-line order entry system to the com- 
pany by stressing the plans for the future. 
"Moving plastics sales onto the system, as 
well as foam is going to give new 
emphasis to the inventory management 
feature which we haven't really utilized 
and will give us better control over long 
range production planning. 

The most important thing about the 
system, however, is that we are develop 
ing a broad data base through source data 
capture as an automatic outgrowth of the 
system. There are so many things we can 
do with that, truck fleet scheduling, sales 
planning, profit & loss statements on 
individual items, an almost endless list of 
tools for planning that, without the 
capture of data at the source, would 
require extensive entry and a large force 
to accomplish it." 



GE's new Mark Ill 
lets vou create 

a worlawide order 
processing network. 

Immediately. 

Computerized order enty systems are not new. 
What is new is a complete service that requires 
no capital investment. A service with local phone 
access available from hundreds of international 
locations. A service whose cost is proportional 
to your use. 

It's called Mark 111, and it's ready to become 
your order processing network starting today. 

You can tie together your sales office, factories, 
and warehouses to enter orders and fill them. 
Many companies are already using this network. 
Their businesses range from food processing. . . 
to auto manufacturing . . . to insurance services 
. . . to chemical production. 

Salesmen can instantly vex-@ inventory status, 
check buyers' credit, place orders, and mortgage 

inventory. Capturing the order information in a 
single data base also opens up other valuable 
management uses, such as sales control 
and forecasting. 

Mark 111 is an integrated network of nearly 
100 computers, interconnected and accessible 
from over 250 cities in North America and Europe. 
This international network has been used 
commercially since 1970-and it is ready 
for you right now. 

If you use GE's Mark 11, Mark 111 offers major 
new features and is fully compatible. There's much 
more to this exciting new opportunity. For the 
facts, phone 800-638-0971 or write us at 7735 
Old Georgetown Rd., Bethesda, Md., 20014. 
We're ready to help. 

291-85 

WORLD LEADER 
IN INFORMATION 
SERVICES 





A company 
that is dedicated 
to the concept 
o f  entrepreneurship 
and to operating 
its regional offices 
as nearly autonomous 
profit centers 
must provide its 
regional management 
with the information 
that good planning 
and thus good 
management require. 

Even a 
management in formation 
system is of 
little value 
when the system 
is at the top 
o f  the company 
while the majority 
o f  decisions 
are being made 
at the middle of 
the corporation 
structure. 

AEtna Insurance, an affiliate of Con- 
necticut General Life and one of the 
country's 25 largest property and casual- 
ty insurers has become a leader in its 
industry in adopting management science 
techniques for decision-making purposes. 
Now, "little" AEtna (the little being a 
prefix AEtna has adopted in spite of over 
$400 million in written premiums to 
distinguish itself from AEtna Life & 
Casualty, another insurance company) 
has enhanced its operations control and 
planning system through an on-line plan- 
ning model for regional offices called 
SOLAR (Simultaneous On-Line A c e s  
sibility of Region4. The SOLAR System 
relies upon the speed and economy of GE 
MARK 111 Information Services to pro- 
vide both on-line processing and com- 
munica tions. 

AEtna's nationwide and Canadian 
marketing; 29 regional offices, 100 
territories and an independent agency 
system of about 7000 agents offers over 
28 types of insurance products. A com- 
plex array, it requires not only sales, but 
servicing to agents, policy holders and 
claimants. A need for accurate informa- 
tion is paramount and AEtna maintains a 
constant search for ways to improve 
operational control and planning within 
the 29 regional offices, each a nearly 
autonomous profit center. 

In operation, the SOLAR system may 
be likened to an independent manage- 
ment simulation system for each regional 
office. The data base for the system is 
developed on AEtnaYs own in-house com- 
puter system at company headquarters, 
the information structured into a model- 
ing environment as set forth within the 
original programming. 

Monthly Update 
Each month, the in-house system 

generates a magnetic tape update of 
actual information related to all facets of 
the company's insurance operations such 
as premium sales, policies in force and 
frequency and size of claims for each of 
the 100 territories. This information is 
then loaded into the MARK 111 system 
via GE's Remote Media Service (RMS), 

Little AEtna = 

making it accessible on call to the 2' 
regional managers, eithe~ immediately, a 
intermittently throughout the period. 

TenniNet-300% located in each regior 
al office enable the regional managers t~ 
call into the system, at his convenience 
or in response to p r t i d a r  situations fo 
which he might desire to simulate alte~ 
nate strategies in his decision making. Th 
highly interactive modeling environmen 
enables the managers to analyze &I 

effect of changes in the mix of bushes 
and in the mode of operations, simulatiq 
their business with the latest availabl 
information. 

Fundamental management question 
are answered: where are we. where do WI 

want to go and how do we get there' 
With a given set of assumptions, regiona 
management is able to create a preform 
income statement and other plan- 
reports required by management on i 

monthly basis. 

Used By Headquarters 
"EXSOLAR (or Executive SOLAR) r 

subset, gives AEtna's Operations officer 
access to the region's planning report 
and summarizes the reports to produu 
statements for the divisions. The Opera 
tions vice-president fur AEtna also ha 
access to planning reports for all division: 
via EXSOLAR, giving him both a vertica 
and horizontal appreciation as well as i 

p r e f o m  income statement for the corn 
pany as a whole. 

Planning reports did not come tt 
AEtna with SOLAR or MARK I11 Infor 
mation Services, but in an earlier manua 
system. But, managers did not have thc 
modeling capabilities now avadable anc 
also spent approximately two to fou 
days each month generating and an 
alyzing the reports. Now, the same i: 
accomplished in 2-4 hours. Also, reports 
or 29 sets of them to be exact, that tool 
a secretary approximately 20 to 3( 
minutes each to type are now printed 01 
the TermiNet-300 in under three mi nute 
apiece. 

Most significantly, the planning mode 
allows management greater time for an 
alysis and the additional capabilities o 



They're Big On Remote Modeling 
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I 
ppogpamrneps notebook 
Dear LEADER: 

My management wants a daily report on all branch office 
transactions accumulated up to system sign-off the night before. 
That's midnight, our time. What with the three hour time 
differential from coast to coast, I figure I'Il have to run it when 
we first go back on the system at eight o'clock Eastern time. 
That's five o'clock our time. Otherwise, if I wait until eight, our 
time, I'll be picking up that morning's data being entered from 
the East. I'Il never get any sleep. 

San Fran Insomniac 

Dear Fran: 
Rest easy, the answer lies in combining Independent Run and 

the new "commands from files" feature. The result is a perpetual 
run - hands off and with no human intervention. Program- 
matically, it's a complete circle. 

In the following description, NITE and MORN are command 
files: PROG is a program which prepares the desired report. 

The command file, NITE is set up as an IND job to be run at 
11:30 pm on Tuesday, December 26. The essential commands in 
NITE are as follows: 

OLD SLEEPER 
RUN 
IND 100,PROG,,A72 1226, ,EAR(0500) 
SLEEPER is a FORTRAN program using the CALL SLEEP 

command to stop action for a 45 minute period. Thus, the IND 

command will not be issued until after midnight, that is, on 
Wednesday morning. (If the IND command were given before 
midnight, PROG would be run immediately as the designated 
earliest start time had already passed.) 

At 5:00 am on Wednesday, the 27th, (while you are still 
slumbering soundly) PROG runs and writes the report on 
yesterday's activities into the output file A721226. (This file, of 
course, is named with yesterday's date in the YYMMDD form.) 

Keep it going. 
PROG then rewrites the command file NITE the same as 

above, but with tomorrow's output fde name (e.g., today's date 
obtained with the IDAT function). Next, PROG chains to the 
command file MORN which contains the following: 

PURGE NITEOUT 
IND-1 O,NITE,,NITEOUT,,EAR(2330) 
Thus, MORN establishes the independent run of NITE, which 

is the command file that gives the command to run PROG, which 
chains to MORN. . . and so on, forever . . . and ever . . . 

If you want to get really fancy, you can do end-of-month 
analysis or other date oriented processing automatically by 
building into PROG a "go-no go" branch decision based on 
IDAT. 

Your LEADER 

Contributed by  Bob Goldstein, Pacific Zone, GE 
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